Abstract: A single longitudinal mode microring dye laser based on a simplified hollowcore microstructured optical fiber (SHMOF) is proposed and demonstrated. The dye laser uses a submicron thickness silica microring embedded in the SHMOF as resonator and has the characteristic of a low threshold of 664 nJ/mm 2 . The factors that influence the single longitudinal mode excitation are discussed and the possible operation principle is analyzed. Meanwhile, the single longitudinal mode emissions at several different wavelengths are realized by using different dyes as gain medium, which indicates that the lasing wavelength of the laser is scalable. Time domain characteristics of the lasing are also measured and they are synchronous with the lateral pumping laser. The attractive possibility of developing microfluidic single longitudinal mode dye laser within the SHMOF presents opportunities for integrated optics applications and biomedical analysis with high sensitivity.
Introduction
Optofluid-Based microcavity lasers are of great interest because of the advantages of low energy consumption, compact structure, tunable emission wavelength and some unique optical performances. So they can be applied in integrated devices [1] , light manipulation [2] , biochemical analysis [3] and so on. Especially in the field of biochemical analysis, optofluidic microcavity lasers can combine with biochemical or biological molecules in the gain medium, which is known as optofluidic biolaser. Contrast with traditional fluorescence-based detection used in biochemical analysis, laser emission based detection has more superiority. Due to the higher output intensity, distinct threshold behavior and narrower spectrum of the laser emission, laser emission detection can provide highly sensitive feedback of the biochemical and biological change occurring in the cavity. Therefore, optofluidic biolasers have great application prospect, such as in vitro biomolecular analysis, biological analysis in live cells or tissues and other potential applications [4] .
Nowadays, the main cavity structures of micricavity dye laser are microknots [5] , liquid droplets [6] , solid microspheres [7] , cylindrical microcavities [8] and some laboriously engineered devices.
The optofluidic ring resonators (OFRRs), especially for the micro-ring resonators integrating in fiber, that supporting circulating waveguide mode or whispering gallery mode usually have compact size, high Q-factor and low threshold. As far as the pumping method, axially pumping and side-pumping are mainly used. However, compared with the axially pumping, the side-pumping method has some more advantages, such as easily coupling, multiple microcavity integrated and multiple color laser simultaneously excited. More importantly, by using the method of side-pumping, the influence of scattered pumping light on the detecting of emission laser can be reduced if we set the angle between detector and pumping laser to 90 degree.
Due to the structures of the resonators, the OFRRs lasers often have multi-longitudinal-mode lasing emission in nature [9] . However, in some research fields, such as nano-manipulation [10] and biosensing [11] , single longitudinal mode lasers have more advantages. Firstly, single longitudinal mode emission is more stable as there is no mode competition. Secondly, the change of output spectrum can be observed more intuitively when it is used in biochemical analysis. Thirdly, detrimental superposition between different modes can be avoided in biosensing application. The single longitudinal mode emission has been realized in on-chip OFRR [9] and on-chip solid coupled ring resonators [12] , which usually require elaborate fabrication process and have relative high lasing threshold [9] . Except for on-chip microring lasers mentioned above, there are some other kinds of OFRR lasers, such as these implemented in the form of microcapillaries [13] , microknots [5] , microcylinders [8] and microstructured fibers [14] . However, single longitudinal mode emission was not realized or discussed in details in most aforementioned work. Recently, Gong et al. reported a fiber optofluidic microlaser based on a twin-hole microstructured optical fiber [15] , single mode emission with a full width at half-maximum of 53 pm is obtained with a threshold of 13.2 μJ/mm 2 . In this paper, a single longitudinal mode micro-ring dye laser based on a simplified hollow-core microstructured optical fiber (SHMOF) is proposed and demonstrated. The dye solution, filled into the hexagonal core of the hollow-core fiber, is used as gain medium and is side-pumped by a 532 nm nanosecond pulse laser. The silica membranes, making up the hollow core of the SHMOF, acts as a ring resonator and laser emission is formed. We find the phenomenon of single longitudinal mode emission in certain lasing direction and obtain stable laser emission with a low lasing threshold of 664 nJ/mm 2 when 0.8 mmol/L Rhodamine B (RHB) solution is used as gain medium. Then we discuss the factors that determine whether single longitudinal mode emission can be detected or not. Furthermore, we obtain single longitudinal mode lasing at several different wavelengths by using different gain mediums, which indicates that the lasing wavelength is scalable. Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic diagram of the proposed laser setup. In the laser, the SHMOF whose core is filled with laser dye solution is clamped on a fiber rotator fixed on a three-dimensional translation stage, so the fiber can be rotated from 0°to 360°. As the core is not circular symmetry, then the pumping light, passing through an objective lens, can incident to the core by different angles. The power of the pumping laser can be adjusted by rotating a tunable attenuator (TA). A optical spectrometer (OS, Ocean Optics HR4000) with a resolution of 1 nm clamped by a threedimensional translation stage is placed on the fiber lateral to record the lasing spectrum at different radial directions. The collection numerical aperture (NA) of the detector probe (DP) of the OS is about 0.22. A longpass filter (LF) is placed between the SHMOF and the DP to eliminate the scattered light of the pumping laser.
Experiment Setup
The SHMOF used in our work was manufactured by the Yangtze Optical Fiber and Cable Corporation Ltd. of China. Fig. 1(b) is the amplified three-dimensional schematic diagram of the SHMOF in Fig. 1 (a) and the two red rings stand for the laser's radial emission. Fig. 1(c) shows the SEM photographs of the cross section of the SHMOF, the hollow core portion and the node of the silica walls in the white dashed rectangle are magnified respectively. The silica membranes of core, having a length of ∼19 μm and a thickness of ∼450 nm, form a quasi-circular acting as a microring resonator. The cladding diameter of the SHMOF is 175 μm. In our experiment, the gain medium is selectively filled into the central hole and the other holes are filled with air. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) , by using the finite element analysis software COMSOL, we calculate some modes at the emission wavelength and some modes at pumping wavelength (532 nm) existing in the microring and liquid core of the SHMOF respectively. The structural parameters set in the COMSOL are same with the fiber we use in the experiment, and the refractive index of the gain medium RHB is set as 1.357. Here we only enumerate some low-loss modes of the supporting modes in this sub-wavelength waveguide and the liquid core, which may have contribution to laser emission. By using the method of side pumping, the focused 532 nm pumping laser (laser facula area is ∼ 0.5 mm 2 ) is launched into the core of SHMOF that filled with gain medium. Then the fluorescence, generated from the gain medium, will be stimulated and coupled into hexagonal microring. The fluorescence can be trapped in the membrane because of the optical confinement effect of the submicron waveguide. Due to the evanescent wave-coupled gain, the fluorescence is amplified by simulated emission and couples into the microring continually. Then, the trapped light in low-loss modes will return in-phase after several round trips in the resonator. Laser emission will form when the gain is larger than the loss [14] . As we can see in Fig. 2(b) , the liquid core can support fundamental mode and other high order modes. The pumping energy in these high order modes can couple into the modes existing in the ring resonator at emission wavelength more easily. And the energy distribution of high order core modes and modes in the silica ring is not homogeneous. We preliminarily consider that this is the cause of single longitudinal mode emission.
Results and Discussion
In consideration of the laser forming conditions, the resonant wavelengths of the laser should meet the resonance condition. And Free spectral range (FSR), defined as the wavelength interval of adjacent resonance peak, can be calculated by:
Where R is the radius of the microring resonator, n e f f is the effective refractive index of the resonator, λ 0 is the central resonant wavelength. By using (1), we can calculate the length of the resonant cavity L c through the equation as follows:
Here, the λ is FSR of the longitudinal modes in the microring resonator. In our experiment, the detector of the OS is mainly perpendicular to the incident pump laser. When the SHMOF is rotated, we can get different spectra of laser emission. Fig. 3(a) show the typical multi-longitudinal-mode emission spectrum of the laser. According to the multi-longitudinal-mode emission spectrum, the measured value of the central wavelength λ 0 and the longitudinal mode interval λ is approximately 588.9 nm and 2.3 nm, respectively. The effective refractive index n e f f we calculated by using COMSOL is 1.3798. Thus we can figure out that the cavity length by (2) is ∼109.3 μm, which is in good agreement with the measured circumference of the microring embedded in the SHMOF. Furthermore, by rotating the SHMOF, single longitudinal mode emission, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , can also be obtained. Limited by the spectral resolution of the OS (1 nm), though the lasing lines in Fig. 3 look a little broad, it is convinced that every lasing line denotes a longitudinal mode.
We find that three factors may influence whether the emission lasing signal is single or multilongitudinal modes. The first factor is the pumping energy. We set the repetition rate of the 532 nm pumping laser to 100 Hz. When the pumping power is lower, there is only fluorescence that can be detected. As we increase the pumping power by rotating the TA, lasing oscillation is observed. Then we rotate the fiber to make sure single longitudinal mode emission is achieved. Fig. 4(a) shows the typical spectra with single longitudinal mode emission when the pumping power is changed. Fig. 4(b) demonstrate the relation between single longitudinal mode output intensity and pumping energy, which indicates the lasing threshold is about 664 nJ/mm 2 or 332 nJ/pulse. In consideration of the effect of concentration on the threshold, the result is lower than that report in [5] , [8] and [13] - [15] . In our experiment, single longitudinal mode lasing can always be obtained when the average pumping energy is between about 630 nJ/mm 2 and 750 nJ/mm 2 (or pumping power is between about 31.5 μW and 37.5 μW). However, if the pumping energy is higher than 824 nJ/mm 2 (or pumping power is higher than 41.2 μW), dual or three longitudinal mode lasing will be obvious.
Another factor is the pumping incident angle and detecting angle. If the detecting direction is vertical to the pumping laser, when the fiber is rotated, the detecting angle and incident angle, relative to the hexagonal structure of the liquid fiber core, will change simultaneously. So we fix one and change another to find out which variable will influence the emission spectrum. First, we fix the detector of the OS and adjust the height of the fiber to change the incident point of pumping light as shown in Fig. 5(a) . We find that the single longitudinal mode can be maintained, only the intensity will change, the spectra are shown in Fig. 5(b) . This is because different pumping light incident angles will excite different core modes, and the situation of mode coupling between core modes and ring modes will change. As the displacement of the fiber is so small that the influence of detecting distance on spectral intensity can be neglected.
Next, we make the fiber remain stationary and put the detector of OS at different positions as shown in Fig. 6(a) . At first, the initial position of the detector is vertical to the pumping laser, and we make single longitudinal mode be detected by rotating the fiber. And if we adjust the position of the detector horizontally around the initial position, the single longitudinal mode lasing remains unchanged, only the intensity of emission reduces. However, if we make the detector orbit the fiber, then the single longitudinal mode emission can't be maintained, and two or three-longitudinal-mode emissions are detected as shown in Fig. 6(b) . The position 1 and 3 in Fig. 6 is deviating from the initial position by 45 degrees. As we can see in Fig. 2(a) , the energy distribution in the ring modes is not homogeneous. The trapped light can just be amplified in the high-energy region and form laser emission. Because of the different loss characteristics of different longitudinal modes, different longitudinal modes can just be detected at some certain angles, so the wavelengths of multi-longitudinal-modes laser emissions in Fig. 6(b) change, but the FSR is stable. Then, we can get the conclusion that single longitudinal mode emission can be detected at some certain angle but has no connection with the incident point of the pumping laser.
The last factor that may influence single longitudinal mode emission is the kinds of gain medium. As different gain medium has characteristic emission spectrum, different emission wavelength and spectrum width may influence the single longitudinal mode excitation. So we fill 0.8 mmol/L Rhodamine 6 G (R6G) solution and 0.8 mmol/L mixed solution of RHB and R6G with a concentration ratio 1:1 instead of RHB solution in the core of SHMOF and pump it with 532 nm pulse laser. By rotating the fiber, we can also realize the single longitudinal mode emission. Fig. 7 shows the single longitudinal mode emission spectra of the ring resonator lasers that use different dyes as gain medium. Therefore, the kinds of gain medium have no effect on the single longitudinal mode excitation. On the contrary, we can realize single longitudinal mode emission at different wavelength over a broad spectral range by changing the concentration ratio of the RHB and R6G or using other gain medium. Similar to the fiber-based fluorescence sensing system that Li et al proposed in [16] , different dyes can be filled in different parts of the fiber core in our system. Then we can realize wavelength tuning of the single longitudinal mode lasing by changing the incident position of the pumping laser. Furthermore, it can provide a convenient approach to analyze multiple biochemical material by using just one fiber.
Finally, we replace the detector of OS with a 2 GHz high-speed free-space photoelectric detector. We obtain the pulse trains of the pumping laser and the exciting laser by removing or adding the LF, shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) respectively. Seen from Fig. 8 the repetition frequency of pumping laser and emission laser is same and the signal of pumping laser and emission laser is synchronous. Comparing Fig. 8(a) and (b) , the intensity difference of adjacent pulses in Fig. 8(b) is more obvious, we think this is caused by the nonlinearity of pumping-lasing relation.
Conclusion
In summary, single longitudinal mode emission of a microring laser based on the SHMOF has been realized and the principle is analyzed. We get the conclusion that the pumping energy and the detecting angle will influence whether the emission laser is single longitudinal mode or multilongitudinal-mode. But the incident point of the pumping laser and the kinds of the gain medium will not influence the single longitudinal mode excitation. Single longitudinal mode emission at different wavelengths has also been realized by using different dyes. In addition, we get the conclusion that the emission laser and the pumping laser is synchronous by measuring their timing diagrams.
